
PRANA: Chi, Ki, Qi,
Breath, Strength, Energy,
Wind, Power, Vitality
Spirit, Life.
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The Mystery of PrAna
few people lnow the subtle stage. Every-
thing in the gross stage consists of the
evolution of the subtle stage. When these

two strges are accepted, it is necessary to
accept the ttrird stage, the absolutre condi-

There are fwo principles: Prak4i, the tion.
body and Puruqa, the spirit" The body has We can see the gross form. Though it is

different stages, signified by the words mani-fest, it had to be non- manifest at one

Sthfila, S0kSma, Avyakta. From the gross !o time. Thus we have the gross (Sth&la)' the

the subtle, everything is the body, the place subtle (Stk6ma), the absolute, Prak4i and

wherein the spirit dwells. The word is Avyakta.
Sarira meaning place or covering. We see the gross body and guess the

There are iwo prin- subtle body, the inner man.

ciples, the resideni and EVerything We dO All these things are evolv-

the residence. Everythin
has one g.os ror* urlf; must teait lo the :|t"|fiT":"" 

unmanirested

one subtle form. tfaining Of PfdryA Evohrtion takes place

Our body is a gross ' due to the spirit' Con-
form; fifty years agolt was minute. At that sciousness is spirit. The same spirit is
point it was in its subtle stage. present in all three stages, as a base.- 

The gross body can be seen by our It was present even when there was

eyes; ttre iubtle body, SfikSma, can only be only Prak4i since it had it9 own activity
glessed. Then theie is a stage in which based on Consciousness (Cetanya). On

nothing can be seen or guessed, but one this base, Prak4i was beginning to evolve

must believe in it. This is known as from subtle to goss.

Avyakta, unmanifested form. The combination of the two leads to

Everything is unmanifested and be- activity. A murder is an activity and it is
comes manifest in two stages: subtle and done with the help of ttre hands. The same

gross. hands are used for P0jA (worship). Prayer* 
Altogether there are three stages. A is an activity done with the help of the
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tongue. Every act is present in a latent
stage, and thus everything is eternally
coming out of one thing.

In Yogic practices we tackle the subtle
and gross body, but we must have some
training which will begin with the gross
body and effect the inner body.

We cannot reach the absolute stage,
the latent stage. We can only reach the first
two stages.

All the activities of our outer body are
governed by our inner body which is con-
trolled by Prdqa. Without breath we cannot
kill or pray.

Breath is the most important govern-
ing element in our gross body. The same

thing is working in the inner and outer
body,, known in Hatha Pradipikd as Prdna

and Svdsa. They are literally one.
All the processes are aimed toward

controlling SvAsa and indirectly PrAna.
Everything a Yogi does should be directed
toward conrolling these two elements.

Why is drinking prohibited in Yoga?

Because this will disturb the connection of
the inner body with the outer body. We
want to be connected with the activity
going on in our inner body. But the
activities around us are usually so great that
we rarely are aware of what's going on in-
side.

The inner activiry is reflected in the
outer body. A11 that prevents the connec-
tion is prohibited for the Yogi.

A milk diet, for example, is good since
it has the least toxins and the most dilute
protein. A low protein diet, though less ad-
vantageous for the extemal body, is good;

and more of carbohydrates is the best thing.
The inner man is the starting point of

our activity. The same Prd4a when it
arrives to the outer body is called breath.
When it is dormant yet doing some activity,
we call it Prala.

The best place for the activity of
Prd4a is the spinal column; for the outer
activity it is the nose. That which is playing
the role in the inner body is called PrA4a

whose manifested form is SvAsa.

Everything we do must lead to the
training of Pra4a. But you can't puncture

the spinal column and train it, so you do it
continued(215) 592-YOGA
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"Then the Lord God formed man
of dust from the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life..."

Genesis 2.7,The Holy Bible

through ttre nostrils (Prindyima - a raining
ofPra4a through the nostrils).

Only ilrose Asanas which are used for
the raining of PrAqa in one way or another
are Yoga Asanas.

A diet which helps only the outer
body will not help in the training of Pra4a.
Thus a Yogi should eat so as not to disturb
the activity of Priqa.

We may not be aware of Priqa imme-
diatsly,but after some time we can become
aware of it in the spinal crolumn. Prdna is
the unmanifested form of SvAsa.

Our movements should be in such a

manner that the Prdna is not disturbed; not
too much walking, talking or wandering.
Too much sleeping creates a disturbance of
Pra4d activity as well. For a Yogic life, we
must believe in seclusion.

Prdr-ra can be created only when there
is the correct atmosphere inside. The
criteria for Yoga activity is based on
whether or not it will disturb the Pri4a.

You must practice May0rdsana for a
long time in order to awaken the Kuq{alini.
The rising of PrAqa is achieved by this
Asana because it gives a pressure at a
certain point thereby stimulating the

The Mystery of PrA4a , continued
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activity ofPrdqa.
If Siddhdsana is done for twelve years,

the Kuq{alini will rise up as well.
Any posture which will rain the Prdqa

and divert its activity upward will be called
Yogic. Otherwise it is called non-Yogic.
Outwardly it may appear the same, but it
won't have the same results. If the results
don't lead to an awareness of PrA4a, then it
is not called Yogic.

The word which indicates the idea of
Prdqa in movement is Prd4asan6Ara. If the
feeling is strong, there is another technical
term, Kundalini.

A Yogi who practices for a long time
will feel something. It is not a thing to be
shown, but to be experienced. Everything
that is geared toward that experience is
Yogic. Everything that doesn't is non-
Yogic.

Pr64AyAma is the main criterion in
every Yogic school. There are two openings
for the Prdna - the right and the left nostril.
The main idea is to train the hAna through
the vehicle of breath.

Our aim is not the external thing, but
the internal. That is why in all Yoga
literature we come across the training of
PrAqa along with the code of life.

From a series of lectures given
by Swami Digambarjiat Lonavla,
lNDlA, beginning October 1 5,'1 970.
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